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We were assigned to design a solar charging station that weighed less than 30 lbs. to harness solar energy 
in a disaster struck location. The charging station had to fit in a regular hiking backpack and had to charge 
mobile devices using a solar panel that tracked the sun on two axes. Although the project was intended as 
a mechanical engineering project (the fact we learned from our sponsor later in the semester), the Harris 1 
team comprising of all electrical engineering major took it as an Electrical engineering challenge. We 
short-listed following tasks for the project:  Power circuit designing, coding/programming, mechanical 
setting and progress-documenting. Jason Walker and Mike Bohonek served as the overseer of power 
circuitry, John Krall and Vineet Bhardwaj applied their knowledge for microcontroller and Arduino 
coding. Andy Yu was responsible for assigning tasks for the team, researching ideas and narrowing down 
feasible option. All of us felt a co-operative and supportive vibe during group meetings which made us 
confident that the outcome of our efforts would be commendable.  

During our planning stage we had many options to choose from. For example, for mounting we had to 
decide between a taller tripod, one that could keep the panel higher from the ground for better solar-
tracking, and a shorter one that would be structurally more stable. Another dilemma was whether we 
should use GPS for sun tracking or employ diode (sensor) circuitry to determine the direction of 
maximum solar intensity. We had the time of about 15 weeks to perform designing, fabricating, testing 
and delivering. We were also constrained by a $1000 budget (which we eventually overran by $90). 
Among all these constraints, we made decisions that were best trade-off in our opinion. We chose to use 
GPS tracking technique because we were able to find C++ algorithm online which needed modifications 
for user-friendliness and two teammates had good command over C++ coding.  We also chose a 9W 
battery for power circuitry over an 18 W battery because the 18 W one was more than double the price 
and weight. Hence, we arrived at decisions that we felt best matched our constraints. 

After making these choices, we started working on fabricating the casing of the charging station, testing 
the parts, testing the code and assembling the components.  We performed machine work like cutting and 
bending Plexiglas, drilling cavities for screws, USB interfaces, etc., cutting and bending aluminum among 
other things. We finally tested the entire assembly of solar panel in horizontally facing up position and 
most recommended angle position (22  ̊ with the horizontal) to plot Power output vs. time graph. 
However, we could not obtain solar tracking data for the same. Another problem that we ran into was that 
the Digital compass we used to determine the magnetic North was so close to the servos that their 
magnetic field undesirably influenced the field of the Digital compass. To combat that, we increased the 
distance of the Digital compass from the servos which resulted in substantial decrease in their magnetic 
influence on the compass. A better solution would be to use Faraday shielding on the servos that would 
prevent its influence on the digital compass. 

Working on this project gave us a glimpse into the real world of engineering. We learned how rigorous 
work from various fronts come together to form a working and marketable engineering commodity. We 
have learned to work in a group, to meet deadlines, to research new concepts and to present our final 
commodity in a way to attract investors. It has been a great learning experience and has made us more 
appreciative of the work that engineers put in to provide our everyday items from cell phones to satellites. 


